
Today more people are travelling than ever before. Why is this the case? What are the 
benefits of traveling for the traveler?

Nowadays a host of people go abroad or to other cities compared with 50 years 
ago .This trend has given rise to arguments among critics that as to why this is is the 
case and what are the advantages are. The following essay will discuss some of the 
factors which affect the situation and several advantages of the activity for the traveler.

Travelling can be a unique experience for everybody, as humans we love to explore 
the unknown,. This it is not a new –age phenomenon. Ancient travelling due to long 
distances took months until travellers/holiday makers/vacationrs they reached their 
destination a place and it was of serious hazard for them because there were not cars, 
airplanes and ships .someone could go anywhere that they approached travel agencies 
to reserve their tickets, whereas in this day and age technology has have made 
transporting passengers more convenient than ever before so that virtually all people 
can travel .They book their tickets staying at home.

Although the merits of travel cannot be stated in few words, travelling provides 
travelers with an opportunity to experience a new culture, various cuisines and meet 
different kinds of people. Another major good point of trips is that it relaxes the mind 
and it can broaden your horizons. In other words, individuals who are extremely busy 
can reduce their stresses by going on a trip. Besides, the experience which a person has 
on in a journey can enlighten his/her mind. In addition, visiting monuments and 
historical places can inform people of new scientificce fields.

To sum up, technology and financial resources which people can reach have made 
it easy for people to travel. Not only does this benefits this travelers, but also the hosts.


